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Freeridecoding introduces BurnAgain FS
Published on 04/28/08
Freeridecoding introduces BurnAgain FS. BurnAgain FS lets you change the content of a
CD/DVD simply in the Finder. Items can be added, removed and even edited on the disk. When
finished, changes can be burned to the disk several times until the media is full. Disks
burned with BurnAgain FS are readable without additional software on all platforms.
BurnAgain FS automatically preserves special Mac file attributes.
Vienna, Austria - Freeridecoding introduces BurnAgain FS, a public beta of its new CD/DVD
multisession burning application for MacOSX.
Usually you cannot burn to a DVD more than once. Usually you cannot burn to a CD more than
once without creating a volume for each session burned. With BurnAgain FS you can do both,
and even more:
BurnAgain FS makes it possible to change the content of a data CD or DVD simply using the
Finder. With BurnAgain FS the user can re-mount the disk like a harddisk volume and add
files, remove files, even edit and change files several times. When finished, changes are
simply burned to the media.
This can be done several times with CDR, CDRW, DVD+RW and DVD-RW, without erasing,
until
the media is full. The title of the disk can be changed prior to each burn.
Disks burned with BurnAgain FS are readable without additional software on all platforms.
BurnAgain FS automatically preserves special Mac file attributes (resource forks).
Requirements:
BurnAgain FS is currently available as a Public Beta. The Beta requires MacOSX 10.5 and an
Apple supported CD/DVD writer. Support for 10.4 is in development. BurnAgain FS is a
universal binary.
Features:
* Multiple sessions without multiple volumes
* Change the content of your CD/DVD like on a hardisk
* Change disk title at each burn
* Preserves resource forks
* Platform independent format
* Usable with CD,CDR
* Usable with DVD+RW,DVD-RW
Pricing and Availability:
A BurnAgain FS single license is currently available at an introductory price of 10 Euro
(approx $16 USD). Customers who have purchased BurnAgain DVD in 2008 get BurnAgain FS
for
free.
Freeridecoding:
http://freeridecoding.com/
BurnAgain FS:
http://freeridecoding.com/burnagainfs/
Direct Download Link:
http://freeridecoding.com/burnagainfs/assets/BurnAgainFS.zip
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Purchase Link:
http://freeridecoding.com/bafsstore
Screenshot:
http://freeridecoding.com/pr/files/BurnAgainFS_PR.zip
Screenshot/App Icon:
http://freeridecoding.com/pr/files/BurnAgainFS_PR.zip

Freeridecoding is an independent Mac developer located in Vienna, Europe. Other well known
freeridecoding products are BurnAgain DVD and SmartBackup.
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